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In view of a new official definition of the metre 1 11 let 
us consider three operational methods of metrization: I) by 
rigid bodies (b -metrization), 2) by using the interference 
of electromagnetic waves (ElfW) (1 -metrization), and 3) on the 
basis of the time of flight of a closed measured trajectory by 
a standard EM signal Y ( c -metrization); and the way they are 
related to each other. Symbols "b, i,c"mark quantities and units 
of these methods. 

I. The y-signal is an EMW superposition in a standard fre
quency region. Its shape must be unchanged in the course of 
propagation. The observation of flushes from pulsars restricts 
the relative difference of "velocities" for a visible light 
by 10-16 • Therefore, the IDfW of a visible light can be taken 
as a standard~~ (SW). Below SW is considered only (for non
standard EMW, see/21). 

A) If such an SW and y propagate between points at rest, 
the-SW phases measured at these points at the moments of y 
arrival are equal to each other. The use of clocks andy may 
arromnliRh thP RnarP anrl timP mPtri7ation /2/: Tf PVPntR R anrl - -
b occur at different points at rest, an experimental connec
tion between them and a given clock C can be established only 
with the help of signals. This connection is characterized by 
two C-clock readings r~(C),rb-(C) at instants of y-signal de
partures from the C -clock towards the event-points a and b, 
and by two C -clock readings r ,+(C), r~(C) at instants of the ar
rival of these y-signals (being reflected from the event
points a and b ) at the c-clock point. The usual time inter
val tab .. (r,+b +rab )/2, r1\ •rfi-r!. The distance r 1 b is 
determined by the y -flight time r uf a closed trajectory 
(round-trip or forward and back), is expressed in seconds,and 
is measured by clocks at a and b: 2r"' r "'(r

1
+b -r;:b ), 

There is no sense to speak both about a one-way (no closed 
traje.ctory) y-vetocity c , as ,± -measurements require the 
closed Y way, and about~ two-way (round-trip) velocity ce• 
beca•.1se the trivial ratio 2rc I r- r/r = 1 does not characterize 
the motion of Y·· 

As '"ill be seen below, the new metre definition should cor
respond to the c -metrizati:m (the new metre is c -metre) .How
ever, the ne•;v official metre is groundless-interpreted as 
:1 path covered by EM'tl during c-·1 seconds, i.e., here the tra
ditional one-w-ay y -velocity definition~) c = r/t is used. But 
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in the b -~etrization (B)_ is based on the operational two-way 
y-velocity definition~) Cb= 2rb/r ( rb and r are determined 
by different measuring operations) and on two conventions: 
Q) t = r/2 (the so-called one-way flight time) and~) Cb= Cb 
(light-velocity isotropy). However, in the c-metrization (B) 
loses the only actual base, (C), that occurs in the b- and i
metrizations. Below, to reveal more easily the actual grounds 
of metrizations, the (D) and (E) conventions are not used.That 
this is possible is demonstrated by the operational approach 
to kinematics 12/. 

2. Let us define the wavelength A without (D) and (E). Di
rectly from (A) or expressing the conventional t and c through 
the measured,± (t 12 =(rl~ +ri2 )/2, x 12 /c = (ri2 -r12 )/2) 
we can obtain a more s1mple relation for the difference (bet
ween events I and 2) of EMW phases ~ 12 • For instance, for 
a plane SW propagating from the event-point I towards 2 we 
have ~ 12 =217·r12 (C)/Tinstead of ~ 12 =21T(t 12 /T- x12 /cT). 
Thus, ~ 12 does not need both c and t and the conventional ,\ 
defined as a product of the SW one-way velocity c and peri
od T. 

An operational A can be defined on a closed trajectory on
ly. It is essential that the krypton standard of A is just 
realized by a two-way propagation of SW. In similar cases the 
phase difference between the oscillations of SW at a point C 
(where the phase increases bv 217r(C)/T cl11rin~ ~(0) _.+ ~;) 

and of SW having returned along a closed trajectory ol length l 
(according to (A) the SW phase at instant 'y equals that at 
instant r t ) is 211r(C)/T. Equating the latter to 2f /A (ac
cording to the usual operational ,\-definition) we have: F) 
f/A = r/T. Within the i/b-metrization the ,\-definition (F) re
sults inA 1 (i-m) =c 1T (becausef 1 (i-m)=rc1 ) (i-m is i
metre) and within the c -metrization in Ac(s) = T (because 
i 

8
(s) = r ) • Thus, the nonconventional ,\ -definition cannot 

imply the one-way y -velocity. 

3. The b- and c-metrizations are essentially different. 
For instance, on a rotating disk (or in a gravitational field) 
the ratio rb(b- m)/rc (s) = rb/r =Cb of these metrizations de
pends on the orientation and site of a measured segment. We 
stress that the cb velocity (on a closed trajectory) is also 
the ratio of different metrizations. 

Using (F) let us now consider the ratio of i- and c-metri
zations: 

(I) 

2 

) 

) 

Despite different measuring operations for quant1t1es A1 and Ac 
in (I) and provided that the ratio c1 (contrary to cb) is 
a true constant, we get At to be equivalent to A

0
• Indeed, for 

the standard Kr transition the i-metre definition fixes the 
A i (Kr) value, and A c(Kr) is determined by measuring T(Kr) I T(Cs) 
(T(Cs) is fixed by the definition of Cs second). Constancy of 
the latter ratio under different conditions is a necessary re
quirement for a possible use of the atomic transitions as a base 
of standard clock. Therefore, one must consider c1 as the true 
constant. It means that in the length measurements the i- and 
c-metrizations are equivalent in their basis. Therefore, c 1 
can be interpreted as the conversion factor between the equiva
lent (but defined independently) units: the i-metre and second. 
As a matter of fact, in (I) both the members in each ratio re
present the same quantity expressed in different units. From 
such a viewpoint there is no sense to use the c-metre/second 
dimension. Thus, since accepting the i-metre standard the two 
equivalent units can be used for expressing both time and dis
tance, however, usually they are considered as essentially dif
ferent units. (Earlier a doubt has appeared concerning the pos;v 
sibility to make two independent standards using the spectra~ 
lines 131 ). Strictly speaking, there are no grounds to inte~ret 
c1 = .\1 I A c as a characteristic of the rapidity of y -m\)t:~on 
and call it the velocity of light. This name may be used only 
in a nonstrict sense, by analogy with other physical movements. 
wue1.e iu Lite rat:io .:r 1 /r = v quantities 2r 1 and r are diffe
rent. 

4. About a decade ago the accuracy of c 1 (measured by T(s) 
and A (i- m) ) has been restricted by the reproducibility of 
the Kr i-metre that cannot be improved, and it is more poor 
than the accuracy of the Cs second. This has made it necessa-
ry to fix a value of cf within deviations of the measured va
rlous c 1 values (the recommendation of the Committee Con~ul
tatif pour la Definition du Metre). A similar fixing of c 1 (cont
rary to cb) was justified above in item 3. Fixing Ct means in 
fact the transition to the c-metrization. This leads to the fol
lowing: I) In kinematics a clock (frequency standard) becomes 
the only primary standard providing the time and space metriza
tions; 2) The new unit of length , c-metre, reduces to the se
cond (contrary to the i- and b-metre); 3) Getting the status 
of the conversion factor cr loses the status of the velocity 
of light (rc and r are not measured independently contrary to 
r b and r or r

1 
and r ) ; 4) There is no sense to use the c

metre/second dimension just as the metre/foot or hour/second 
dimension. Thus, the length expressed in terms of seconds or 
c-metres can be measured by a) the time of y flight of a clo
sed trajectory or b) the SW interference band numbers N and T 
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together ~-NT).Usually, the accuracy of the latter method is 
better than of the first one, but the first method provides 
also the time coordination (r±) of events. 
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